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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most ,difficult problems i n o r ganizat,ion of trans port i s 

the question of t~ansporting of parcel cargoes . In order to explain 

this question we shall first have to define what w,e mean by the not,ion 

of "parcel cargoes". 

In order to .do this we first introduce the notion of "one:-,t t IJle 

cargo". It shall be assumed that this notion, denotes . a cargo .w?ich 

cannot be divided into .smaller parts and. which is determined through 

one and only one couple . of names: the name of the sender and the name 

of the recipient. Such a "one-time cargo" is sometimes called 

consignment or shipment. It is o~vious, for instance, that the not+9n 

of · one-time . cargo cannot be applied to dry loose goods. It can be 

applied, ori the other hand, to commodities transported in packages: 

parcels, pallets, cases, containers, barrels, sacks etc. One-time 

cargo has, obviously, its volume, mass, dimensions etc., hence it is 

defined also by its magnitude, similarly as transport unita have the~r 

proper carrying capacityr defined by t~eir lifting capacity, draught, 

vollplle capacity and so on . 

. Parcel cargo is . the cargo whose magni,t.ude is much smaller than the 
, I; , · •• · · , ' l I • 

carryił\g capacity -of a transport unit, which is to carry this ca_rgo. 

This definition is, however, insufficient. We must, namely, excl~de 

here mass transport of parcel cargoes from the same,_ s .ender to the same, 

recipient. Thus, for instance, .the question qJ r transporting of 

thousands of parcels between two partners, with the .carrying capacity 

of the transport means of the order of severa! or tens of parcels 

shall not be treated as the problem of transport of parcel cargoes, 

b~t as the pr~blem of transport of mass cargoes . 

. The followin_g questions can be treated as the ones contained in the 
' definition of trąnsport of parcel cargoes: 

- the pr_oble1!1 of mail transport ( letters, _parcela, sacks etc. ) wi th 

cars, wagons, airplanes etc., 

- the problem of railway transport of small cargoes (i.e. th~ ones 

which take only a small portion of a train), _ 

- the prpplem of sea transport of small cargoes, 

- the problem of sea transport of container cargoes, 

- the question of dispatching consumption goods ~o retail trade 
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shops, 

- the question of collecting of packages, mail etc. 

and a number of other problems, similar in their natura. 

It is charad:$ristic for the technology of transporting of parcel 

cargoes to perform the operation of grouping of loads so as to' 'fói:m 

greater "portions", equal to the capacity of a transport unit. This 

operation is called differently for various branches of transport. 

Thus, for instar.ce, in railway transport, in 'case of loads whichdO 

not fill whole trains the operation of ma.rshaii'ing the train słiits 
(compositions) is performed, consisting i'ri -"grouping 6f cars having ·· tne 

same destination direction to form the train compositions. These 

compositions (train sets) are being chariged in marshalling statióris/ · 

which are special kinds of stations, distinct from loading statiońs, · 

in which sendińg and receiving of loads takes place. 

In _car transport of parcel cargoes the operation of completion of 

ship~nts in warehauses and change of loads in special facilities 

taka'~ ipiace. Analogous problem appears in air transport. 

' :'.rhr ~ ···problem . appears much more distinctly in sea transport of small 

freight. The operation of grouping of loads takes place in the port. 

rń:.~' doiJig,;,, thi~ . of spęcial importance is the question of ade'qti~te 

spatial loca:tion of loads in the hold (the problem of stowing) '," s 'o 

that the neć:essity would not arise of pulling the loads from under the 

other ones whert'; they have to be unloaded. 

A simiil'ir ':'. problem is "completibn" o'f the load of newspapers · for 

cars dispat 'dhl njJ the press to newsślatidŚ'; ., Depe llding upon the choicei 'o{ 

these loads the transport of the newspapers (to all newsstands by ' all 

cara) will cóst less or more. 

The attentive Reader shall certainly notice that the latter problem 

can be reversed, namely: to determine the car routes from which, 

simultaneously, the principles ó!; load completion shall result. 

In transporting of mail we are 'deaiiftg with the problem of 

"sorting" of posted mail shipments. This I s also the operat.i.on of 

grouping of loads. 

It is not difficult to notice that the grouping operation occurs 

also in an entirely different kind cof „transport, and namely in the 

telecommunication systems for transmission of messages. This can best 

be seen in the case of organizatiort of sanding of cables . 
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Wę snall be interested in the pl!'oblem .. :of transporting., the parcel 

cargoes. ,from the point of view of organization of .shipment, that ,is -, 

the manner of putting together and moving of transport units ·(trains , 

cars, ships etc.) '1nder given transport ... needs (dema:nds, for we do not 

take into account the market aide of the problem). In further 

cc:msiderations we shall therefore not be dealing with the details of 

transport technology, but shall limit ourselves t9 moving of the given 

transport means, 

transport with 

in stich - a way as to • satisfy the . demands put . . on 

a possibly low cost. Similarly, we . shall not . be 

interested by the road network, ·assuming that it is given, together 

with the adequate warehouse infrastructure, :.: loading/unloading 

capacities and the like. 

In order., howęver, for a Reader to better gr-aAP, the essence of the 

problem of grouping of loads we shall describe it ithrough the examplę 

of transporting of parcel cargoes through railway:; t~ansport. 

Assume, therefore, that the railroad network i ,s ,given. The vertices 

(nodes) of the network are railway stations (~rshalling or loac;iing 

stations) , while edges - railway lines connecting the edges. Evecy 

marshalling station has its ascribed "region" - set of "sub,ordinate" 

ląading stations. 

Within the "region" or "district" the so called ,collect trains" 

are l;:>eing organized, which bring down from the loading stations the 

cara; ,,which ara loaded or empty to .:the marshalling stations or bring 

from the marshalling station to th.ę,- loading stations loaded or empty 

cęrs,~ 

, b·•iBęt,ween the marshalling stations only trains of definite len9th ąre 

:ingy,i;tg, composec;i of, say, several- tens of cars. 

: 1 , ;rn, the marsnalling stations train compositions are being changed. 

Incoming compositions are divided and new ones are being put togethe:t 

out of car groups. 

Such an organization of transport is the · res ul t of many years of 

experience in the practice of solving the following problem: 

We are given a definite road network (rai·lway, car, airplane, sea 

etc.) and definite trąnsport units _of predefined capacity. Likewise, 

we are .. given periodical transport demand def,i.ned for instance for 

daily periods. These demands, or needsr ara def),ned as the magnitudes 
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of loads whic.h have to be brought from given vertices to other 

vertic;:es. Load magnitudes are many times smaller than the; capacity of 

transport units •. ,,-. 

In such a _sit,ll~,t,ion two extreme kinds of solutions to this problem 

appear. _ 

The _ U .i;st OJ).ę ~µld. <_consist in . putting in every ve:rtex the number 

of transpo_~ u~t~3 egµ,al. ,.t,g the , l}umber of potentia! addressees of the 

loads. :Iłl, : ;t;~e e,t:trę~ <r~~e, )Jfhen t~iinsport needs account for i;ęhipments 

betwee~ _ 'il.P. p,airs :ą_t m~ic~Jc, _then , thęre would have , to ber in -- every 

vertex. th,e: ,, mµ!lber ot,-{ tr~w,rt uni;t;-s , equal to the- number of all 

vertices ,:. ,114,Iląs one •. - -Then, . transport - un,its (each labeled with its 

destination) should be left in their vertices ·of origin until they are 

filled completely with shipments. Then, these transport unita would 

bring the loads in accordance with their vertex labels, along the 

shortest routes, of course. 

The second extreme solution would consist in sanding a shipment 

from a vertex immediately after thls shlpment appears in the vertex, 

irrespective of the fact that the transport units - may be -dispatched 

even almost empty. 

A Reader will notice with ease that both these extreme . solutions. 

are not satisfactory. 

In the first case we need an enormous amount of transport means, 

al though we spare a lot in travelling. In the second case we lose a 

lot out on travelling,. forcing transportation of empty unita; -

Practice, therefore, dictated a compromise solution, such as we 

observe, for instance, in the described organization of railway 

transport of small freight. This solution is the result of recognition 

of thę fact that both keeping of a too great number of transport units 

costs ( "froz~n assets" ) and too much travelling of these uni ts costs 

as well (in fuel and road use). 

Still, the comprondse . solution described has a certain 

disadvantage. A new, additional operation of load grouping a:ppears, 

which costs as well, for it is related, generally speaking, with 

loadiilg, and in the case of the railroad example described - with the 

marshalling actlvities (diy.ision of the train sets, rolling and 

coupling). In this case, therefore, the sununary translocation of loads · 

in time and space is the result of addition of consecuti ve stages of 
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translocation, of which every one is caused .by moving ; of .·• another 

transport unit. ·, ; ' .t 

Thus, in transport o f parcel cargoes there is a separation of the 

movements of loads and the movements of transport units. The : movement 

of loads should comply wi th the requiremen~s s_et by the , transport 

demands (vertices of sending and receipt), but it results from the 

movements of transport uni ts . '.!'he movement.. of transport uni,t.s, 

together . with definition of loading (regrouping, marshallin~) , 

locations constitutes the . decision vari.able. Tl'lis decis.ion variąble ;-is 

constrained by the dir~ct limitations related to capac;ities , .of 

tansport units and to road network, and by the indirect limitations, 

concerning the load transport requirements. 

Summing up, ~e can say that we are looking for the schedule .. of 

movemen-i; of transport units together with the schedule. · of lo.adings 

(marshalling -, . . in the case of railway transport), and the criterion<of 

evaluation of; . the quality of .the schedule is the total cost • :,0.f 

carrying out the transport task . · · ,>·'-·; 

It should be emphasized here that in many • transport systems two 

kinds of transport units appear: the active and the passive ones. 

Passive transport units fulfill the role of freight packaging, their 

only characteristic is load capacity. These are, for instance, freight 

cars, trailera, barges, containers etc. 

The active transport units are, for instance: locomotives, 

tractors, tugboats etc. 

Consequently, the time and space schedule of the movement of 

transport units shall be composed in sucha case of the schedule for 

the passive units and the schedule for the active units . The first of 

these schedules is bound to satisfy the transport requirements, while 

the second - to provide for satisfaction of the first schedule. 

Thus, for instance, for the railway transport of containers we 

would have the following three schedules: 

- of the movement and loading of containers (full and empty), 

- of the movement of cars (loaded and empty) and marshalling of the 

train sets, and 

- of the movement of locomotives. 

For the complete description of organization of transport one would 

have yet to include the. schedules of work of train teams, 



eilgiil~.:..drivers · and :marshalling yard employees. 

In further course of the book we shall limit ourselves to the base 

of · determination of the schedules of movement of active · and passive 

unita. We shall be analysing this problem further on on the example of 

railway transport, turnirig attent.ion especially to the scłiedules of 

freight cars and train sets. 

For the sake · of simplicity of · problem consideration we shall · be 

looking for the schedules of regular shipments, i. e. those which 

provide for satisfaction of cyclically recurring transport needs. 

Besides this, 

open-time ones. 

transport needs may be divided into fixed-time and 
l ) . 

Let us explain: the fixed-time shipments are those, for which the 

instance of sanding or the instance of receiving, or both, are 

prehisely dete:rVa'.łtł~d'~ :fil contradistinctión, the open-time shipments 

should take pfic~!.tf'wi't~lh' a given time period, usually within the 
" ..... ·.J• .s · r{--¼- ,~. •. 

period of ret,etit:°ibh 6'f transport needs (in regular shipments). 

Another simplification shall therefore consist in consideration of 

uniquely open-time shipnients. 
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2.FORMULATIOII OF THE PROBLEM OF IIITER-DISTRICT TIWISPORT 
. • i • 

OF PARCEL CllGOES 

2.1.The network 

"Tl:'. .- ,. • ·. / ·; ~ < . . .,,' i :, ;;:,· 

The graph is given ; ( I,R), of the marshalling network, in which I 

is the set of graph vertices ( indexed 'i :' ańd 'j )·; thaf. c {~'- - the 

marshalling stations, and R is the set of ; brant:łies ' 'li"',j.)~ ~ fcn:;mally 
represented by the pairs of numbers of marshalling statl~~s 
corresponding to the fact of existence ot' I .J'-r~'i(lway line linking 

vertices . i and j. We. b.~vę, of course, ~IxI. ,"fpr,, the thus defined ·· 

graph the following functions are given: dij' t:ij and µij' (i,j)eR. 
These functions define, respectively, distance d .. between stations i 

. . i] 

and j (with, of course, dij = dj1 ), the timę. :fi:i'· i necessary for 
covering this dista~ce (and it can happen that t:iJ*t:J1 ) and the line 
capacity 1111 expressed iin the number of trains (train sets or 
compositions) per unit of time. Obviously, in place of function t:ij we 

can have function vij' defining the average ,velocity on the way froqi !
to j. Then 

The route Mkl of movement from station k to station 1, with k,.1eI 

is constituted by the following set: 

Mk1 = « 11Ji>' (i2h>' · · ·' (fnJn)' • • • ,(iNjN)} 

such that: 
1) (injn)eR for every n=l, 2, .•. ,N 

2) 11 = k, j = 1 N 

3) jn = in+l for every n=l,2, ... ,N-1 

4) pairs (injn) do not form internal loops, 

additionally, the number N is the function of the pair (k,1}: 

N=N(k,1}. Sometime we shall treat the set Mkl as an unordered set 
which ca.n be alvaya oi:dei:ed · in auch a way aa to aatiafy tba foui: 
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conditio1:1s 1łł~~~~- , .·,; ,_, ''. ; ci ;. 

The length of the route shall pe. denoted by Dkl and defined by 

Dkl= L dij 
(i ,j)E~l 

Routes are the decision variables. Let us therefore introduce the 

fii;-st. kind of ~l_lese ~cision , v~ri,.~les, 

the routes of 1j,rain s,~. Takę ~~Y 

namely the one:~ which define 

· ' 1 ~t :•, ' w. ~e. n r~l- ation ( i , J) EN.kl , 
~. . '... .. • · . 

:J.J . O, . .j.,n .the opposite case 
·t .. · ~- <'I !i .. l ,;.. ·_ • ; ' -·- ··c 

These decision ]\i.-arihl>les are subject tó the fóllowing constraińts: 
a) · format i;,,:. . •. 

:· }, . 

(1,j)ER 
.. :~ ... 

(2) 

·x1Jj = O ł if o:.>..kl = O , , . 

for all ( i , j) ~I~i' arid ( k, i ) et~·t/ 
b) substantial 

o, if h:i:k,l 

Ę x'I! - Ę ~j = { 1, if h=l (4) 
:J. J 

-1, if h=k 
} .. · . . ' for every hel and (k,l) 

E I: x'f}·diJ ~ D .. (.5) 
k,l k,l 

where Dis the parameter of the problem . . 

This latter value is determined from the ;solutidri to the problem 

(1),(2),(3),(4) with the minimized objective function: 

E E ~~di.• min 
k,1 k,l l.J J 

(Sa) 

The optimum values of ~j determined from this problem define the 

shortest transport routes between the marshalling stations. 

Thus, constraint ( 5) allows for routes which are · not the shortest 
ones. 

Constraint ( 4) and ( Sa), as can be eas.i,ly 11oticed, . is meant . to 
. . . ' -

guarantee satisfaction of conditions defining the feasible fo~ of the 
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seta Mkl. · 

2. 3.Transpor t 

Irrespective -of ·. th8 ; giVen matrix of transport intensities , i\ . . , 

ex~~~s~'e'c:t: in :car n~rs' per unit of time, there exists the necess1iy 
of transporting empty cara, if the difference 

AA . = E Ąki - E Ail 
.1 k 1 

is not equal zero for all iel. 
If AAi are not equal zero then we have to determine the demand for 

transport of empty cara. 
'Denote by ykl the decision variable of the second kind, meant to 

represent t 0he1·number , of empt:y cara which have to be sent from station 
k to statioń-, 'L variable values should be chosen in such a way as J o 
rni nirnize the transport work. 

In this manner we have obtained the forrnulation of the problem of 

determi nation of the values of ykl' narnely: 

ykl > O, (kl)eixI (6) 

(To be precise, quantity ykl should be a non-negative integer number.) 

E E 
:, 

AA1 , ieI (7) ykl - yil = 
k 1 , . 

; ;' ,,f'1 _: 

and the following objective function is being minimized 

S , .. ykl E ~~d.. .. min ( 8) , .. t.. ... · • • .I.J 1.J 
k,1 1.,1 

From the 1ióit t iori to the problem (6), ( 7), ( 8) obtained for definite 
values of ~1 we can get the optimal demand for the transport ~f empty 
cara, y11 . Consequently, therefore, we will be able to determine the 
demand for full and empty cars, namely 

(9) 

2.4 . .l'.M intensity 21 .t.A1D. composition movements 

The intensity of movements of the train seta on the way from i to j 

should be chosen in such a way as to make the length of the 
composition correspond to the lo.comotives available. This length 
should not be too small, for then we will need a large number of 
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locomotives and a greater line capacity ( expressed in numb~;-s •. of 

trains per time unit, and not in numbers of cars). On the other hand, 

this length cannot be tao big, for then it could not be pulled by the 

locomotives available. 

If, . therefore, we . (łell<>te . by z i j the number o_f tra in sets. per . unit 
of time moving . from station i to station J, with (i,J)eR, then this 

). . ' ~ ' .. . . 

variable is subject to the fol;l.pwing _co,nstraints: 
.1., / 

ziJ = 0,1,2, ... 

. - :~ij zij .;$ , k~l 11 Akl - Ni,jzj.j ;$ 'łJłij zij 

for all (i,J)eR. 

( 10), 

( 11) 

·. ' Quantities Nij a~cł llNj_j · are given and : they · den9te the desi;red 

length of the compositidn ,liif ·and the. a.dm.i<g:Sible tolęrance on .thJ'B:1 

length +ANij' over thedihe connecting station'° i , witł). station j. . , .\ 

In place of inequalities (11) one can apply thę equality yieldda1g, 

an "a.pproximate" solutti!ón, ' nl!riflely ' 

z .. ,. ,:u 

Quantity zij should yet satisfy an 
capacity of the railway line, that is 

Z .. < llij' 1J 

• ·• : . .. .,.. .. .· y i".·, 
(i,f)~R , . , 

(10a) 

additional constraint on the 

(12) 
.. ·i :.• 

Note, in this, that the load on the line (i,j), as calculated in cars 

per un¼:. of. time, wo"Y-d .~ ~~ąl the value of the expression . 

I? ; ~j Akl ··1·; :: , .. ,,,, b 
k, !-,,,. . ·._..:; ., . , ·,,, .•. ,,. 

2.5. ~ magnitudę Q1 ~ marshalling ~ 

' . ..., . ,. 

Stations from where train compositions come to the station h form 
the set 

vh = {i: I: łl~ > ·o} 
k,1 • .. 

Then, - stations to which train compositions are directed froi:ti .\ h ' ·form 
the set 
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0 = {j: E ~j > O} 
k,l 

The number of compositions entering station b' i~ defined by the 

value of the expression 

E z.h . V l. 
l.E h 

while the number of compositions outgoing from his equal 

so that the overall ·· number of trains on which werk is being done is 

equal 

L (Zih + Zhi) 
iel 

The latter number should satisfy the constraints 

L (Z .h + zh.) :s Ph 
iel 1 .1 

( 13) 

where Ph is the upper bound on the number of trains which arrive at or 
depą~t from the station h. 

Note that the structure of these trains is defined as fellows: 

First, among the trains coming to station h from the direction ieVh 
there are 

x1I!·A1<1 
Zih 

including 

cars travelling from kto 1, forming a single group, 

x1I~·Akl 

Zih 
full cars, and 

x1;~-ykl 

Zih 
empty cars. 

Compositions of trains 

direction jevh include 
going out from -the station h in the 

~j-Akl 
Zhj 

cars on the way from k ·to 1 forming a single group, 

and in that number 
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~J.Ąkl 
Zhj 

of full cars and 

~j-ykl 

Zhj 
of empty cars. 

2.6.~ solution evaluation criterion 

The time of travel of cars through railway lines over the route 

(kl) is defined by the value of the expression . 

t 't:. -~1~ 
(ij) J.J J 

The average time of transfer of cars through stations h of the route 

(kl) is defined by the value r.:of .. the expression 

.... ~) 

! L L ~~-~J-Th 
2h~k,l i,j min{Zih'~hj} 

Thus, the total magnituda of "frozen" car assets over the route (kl) ' 

is equal the value of ., t.he expression 

· 11 . ~l '- 1 : , ;: '· ~A~jTh . 
Ak1<1;j('t:ij ij + 2·h~~,1 min{Zih'zhj} )} 

Thus, admitting that- the optimality criterion be the total 

accumulation ( "freeŹ'ingi•Li<of the łissets} of cars in the network, we 

obtain the expression for this criterion in the form 

~Jł-1 1 ~~~jTh 
E Akl { I: (T .. r:-. + 2· I: " {Z } ) } 

k,l i,j l.J l.J h~k,l nu.n ih'zhj 
~ min ( 14) . 

where, as before, Akl = Akl + ykl" 
If we accept as criterion the overall time of transporting the 

shipments we obtain its ~xprel!sion in the form of 

~Jt-1 1 x1~~j't:h I: { I: (T .• r:-. + 2· I: , )} ,. min ( 14a) 
k,1 i,jeR J.J l.J h~k,l min{Zih'zhj} 
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2.7. The simplified formulation of~ problem 

In this simplified formulation we have: 

11 { 1, 
x1Ij = as before, s a .• 

o, J.J 

{ 
1, if h~k,l 

I~~ - Ę ~j o, if h=l 
. . i 

J. J 
-1, if h=k 

I: L x1Ij·dij s D 
k,l i,J 

L yki - I: yil = AA.i 
k i 
ykl .i:: O 

F = L ( Ąkl +y kl ) L . ( "t" i 1x1I1 
(·J(,',,,,'i '• k,1 i,JER ,. · 

, :.+;! ·.N-J-ij . 
,nr "', }) 

., '):VXih (Xuv +y UV) 
u, 

V 

* min ,. 

where, for simplification, the following was used: 

i.. ~. ,:~ ; 

= k;lx1Ij(Akl+yk1) 

Nij 
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6.CONCLUDING REMARJ<:S 

The present publication contains the first integrated formulation 

of problems o·f · organization of parcel cargo transport. This problem 

area encompasses all the questions of regular transport, with 

application both to cargoes and to information as well. Depending upon 

the natura of technical means of transport the whole problem takes on 

one of, a -variety of fqrms and particular c;:p,.ses, al tlw:itgh th1:; c~ssence 

of the main questions remains the same. In view of limited volume of ,: 

thę present publication the variety mentioned could not be described 
• • • " : • • • <iff::.1- ! •.., ·::..: :.; ,~A .i'! ::- ~-:~ <'~;u • 

systematically in full detail. This concerns especially these cases 
, J:'f~b J··. __ ,yuą r ··-.r:·L .1 _. • 

which are connected with transmission · of inforrnation in 
~ . _. .. •-· . \ 'l. ;· ~--. . ' :· '.: :· ·. :: _'.:_j ~ '. _:1 

telecommunication networks, in which the timę needed for transmission 
-,., . · . !. ... ~Lu : · 

on the way connecting nodes can be neglected, ~bile the whole essence 
;_ -·J!i": 

of __ the problem i~; concentrated in the nodes ~~ving limited capacity 

and effectiveness. 

As stated, the subject of :his publication is 

transport (of cargoes and information). 
: . ;' ·. . -~=- .. .! ' . • 

limited to regular 

Regular . transport assumes cyclical repetitiveness of motion 
.. ' 

situations and, first of all, of transport demands. In sucha case, by 

making use of knowl~dge of future transport needs, we can .· prepare 

earlier the whole transport plan. How to put together sucha plan -

was th~ · s:':l?ject of this publication. 

It remains to explain relations between regular and irregular 
1' :t.:-i.<j · ,; '.. frE:-. .. 

transport f,roin the point of view of transport organization . 
.. . · .'.i 0

.'• : · ;· t.·, '·,:· . 

In irregular transport we are dealing with transport demands 

appearing in an irregular manner, difficult or simply impossible to · 

predict. 

Consequently, in irregular transport we are typically dealing with 

the situation in which a definite load should be moved immediately 

from one node of the network to another - given definite knowledge of 

transport situation in a given time instance. If this knowledge is 

complete, then this problem consists in determination of the schedule 

of transporting one shipment under conditions of given occupancy of 

roads and nodes and known .movements of all composi tions. Thus, an 

additJonal composition is to be constructed or the shipment is to be 

linked with the existing oompositions. 
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In order to salve this problem we can make use of the algorithms 

described .i,n tą~s publication, proper for regular transport, wi t h the 
• -· ,:~ ~ f. -, 

difference that in this case the aigorithnls ';wdu ld concern s i ngutar 
• : • I i :· • . , ~ .· ) • '· • 

load ( and not the complete" ·"s'et . o f shiprnentsCappearing i n t he whole 

cycle of scheduling). 
. . . :· ;:,_ i :.\· • ,:~;::-,(:; "1 ·H( · 

CertąJ_n_:Ly, ___ ,i.n large ·- trartśport 
knowledg~-1 

,, _of - 1 ~~a~spbi'{ i si tulfion' 
1 .1.-::· ':'{;~- ' s. . : . .:::. .. -:·:.,, _._.. 

realistic. 

systenis 

in the 

assumption of 

whole network 

complete 

is not 

An example for that is provided by the computer network of 

informątipn transmission or by the international telecommunication 

network'. 

Let us consider in a bit mare detail this latter case of irregular 

"transp~rt_" of data in the telecommunication network. 

Thus, namely, in case of appearance in a node of shipment meant to 
.· ; J~-~ > ' 

be sent to some , other node, the first problem - which appears is _to 

decide to which neighbouring node the shipment should be sent 

( assuming that none of the neighbouring nodes, L Ei. directly connected 

with the initial one, is the ultimata one). 

It must therefot e be ~i tablished in the "initial node what should be , 
· ~ .. -,f- -r;.:~u. .--~. 

the priciples of prciceeding with the shipments defining the 

"direction" of sendi~~n-ior various shipments. 

Besides this, if these shipments are parcel cargoes then priciples 

must be determined as to the time du.ring · which cargoes -- shall. be 

gathered for a given direction to be then sent as a package - e.g. 

"data package". 

For the thus organized work in the node no information on the 

motion situation in the network is necessary. A further improvement of 

organization of motion in the network would consist -in additional 

dependence of chcice of direction of shipment · ' upon the current 

intensity of traffic in given direction. If, for - instance, shipment 

meant for a given addressee would normally be directed to a definite 

node, then, in the situation of heavy traffic on the direction towards 

this node, the shipment would have . to wait a very long time in .the 

line' ~~til it · is - sent. · In such a situation it may be better to have 

the shipment sent to same other neighbouring node, a less charged one. 

In just such a manner the "roundabout " cortnectiOns (shipment routes) 

a~e b~ing put _together. 
' .,_; -~ 
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These, or very similar, are the methods . of organiżing "shipments" 
not only in t~lecollDDUnication networks, but also in transport, ·whose 

classical example is provided by railroad transport in its part 
concerning irregular shipments. 

At a first glance it would seem that organization of irregular 

transport in conditions of incomplete information on traffic situation 

has nothing to do with the methóds of organization of regular · 
transport, and in particular with the methods of construction of 

. ··~). . 
transport schedules·~ 

. ' .: . <J: Nothing more erroneous. Let us · namely apply these procedures of 
organization of irregular transport to the case of shipments entirely 

predictable for a given petidcł Jt t time. 

In order to do this," i.ff ' ildcordance with the predicted transport 
•. ~ ..... ·1i _r Y-~. t: . 

demand, we hand over the "shipments in the chronological order of their 
n--~, i , -

appearance to our system of organization of irregular transport. 
Our system · of orga~J zation of irregular · transport - in accordance 

with the priciples ot' proceeding accepted for the system - shall 
determine the manner of sending of particular shipments. If we note 

down, independ~ntly, E6e directions and time instances of sending of 

the. shipment~.,, .as we':r'.i:1" as the structure of compositions ińto which 
they will be included, then we shall obtain, as the ·ultimate result, 
th~ 'bontents of the realized schedule for all the shipments. Thus, in 

. ··! ! . ·.,., i ... _ . , .. ,. ,:·... ~ 

regular transport·' we had been forming schedules through application of 
: . ·: J- - · . .:-• . .;i · .. : ,::. . .-;~ .h :-

appropr ia te algorithms before the actual transport took place, while 

in irregular transport, through application of appropriate principles, 
we . ~btain scheci~i'.~s ~ the actual transport has occurred. This is 

the only differ~rice. Note, that insofar as we have two schedules - one 

formed before r~~lization and the second written down after transport 
took place, we ',.ife able of comp~ring their quality. 

This is not d1:fficult, since in regular transport schedules are put 
together consia~rlng mutual dependence of transport of all the 

. ,._~-ł"j J. \) qf"I 

shipments, while in .•irregular transport we do take care only of having 

the currently;·ggris.!dEired shipment transported optimally. This results 
, :1 ,--: -~ ·.- '·.,' , 

from the fact that we' do not have current information as to what shall 
be the subsequent ship~ents. 

We have demonstrated thereby that the schedule ··· of shipments in 

irregular transport cannot be better than that in regular transport, 
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so that with probability one the effectiveness of functioning of 

irregular tra'nsport is · better -than in regular transport. 

This , iŚ an·'' obvious ; bonclusion resulting directly from as s umption 

that in regular transpbrtf -we know future transport demand and' that we 

make use of this inforrnatiori. 

There is, ·' however i c~rtain'' similarity of methods of transport 

organization in regular and irregular transport. 

Note, 'namely, that meth'ods o·f organization of irregular transport 
i'(.:,. >-:~. ' ' , · ··: • ' , . ,:·. . . ... , , :.. : .. - . .·; . . ' . • 

could ·serve tó · construct · the , schedules of regular transport before 

their r'~aliżafton, ' just J as , it '"1aS 'presented in the example with noting 

down of the course of future transport . The thus prepared schedule 

(with a simulation method) could then be made use of for controlling 

future transports in a network. 

What is therefore the difference between the principles of 

controlling transports in irregular transport and the principles of 

elaboration of schedules in regular transport? 

The answer could be that there is no essential difference as to the 

fundamental principles, for the principles of control define implicite 

certain algorithm, and conversely, within the algorithm of 

determination of schedules one can identify definite priciples of 

elaboration of schedules. The main difference resides in the fact that 

the principles in the case of putting together a schedule could be 

better due to consideration of future situations (e.g. the 

information that in the next period heavy traffic is expected to occur 

over a given direction). On the other hand, algorithms of control of 

individual shipments can take into account only current situation. 

Thus, it can be stated that the algorithms elaborated for regular 

transport may also have application, once they are adequately 

simplified, in regular transport. Besides that it can also be stated 

that construction of algorithms for regular transport is much more 

difficult than construction of principles of control in irregular 

transport. 

Concluding, I would like to emphasize that the present publication 

is meant mainly to attract attention to the whole range of interesting 

problems from the domain of theory of organization of transport. 

Algorithms described, computer programs and examples are just an 

illustration of the real problems and their significance is primarily 
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experimental. 

One of the goals which were to be attained through publication of 

this :werk was demonstration of the possibility of application of 

mathematical . methods and computerized algorithms in solving of 

problems traditionally held to be not solvable with the help of 

computers, and for which adequate mathematical formulations were 

nonexistent. 

I think that I have attained the goal of demonstrating the 

potential capacities of modern metll.e>ds of applied mathematics and the 

available c~puter software in splving of all- the most difficult 

problems of transport organization. 

; ~ f; . 

. :·:fi.. 
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